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Leadership and Management News

Dear Parents, Friends and Students,
Having taken on the role of Religious Education Leader (just call me Sister Margaret Mary!),
I’m working downstairs more than usual this year, and getting to see a whole lot more of what’s
happening around the school than when I’m just concerned with my own classroom upstairs.
The place really bustles before the bell in the morning and my admiration for the work of Libby
and Anne in managing the myriad of questions, concerns, thoughts, chats and tasks presented to
them in the office on a daily basis by parents, students, staff and the odd visiting specialist,
knows no bounds. All done with such welcome, kindness and helpful accommodation of
peoples’ needs.
The music blares, the bell goes and the pace in the corridors increases frentically as students
bustle into classrooms. Teachers attempt to get that one last bit of preparation done while
listening to various stories of pets, friends, toys and the ‘incredible thing that happened last
night’. Learning support officers tie the odd shoe lace and exclaim over some treasure shown to
them. Parents hustle out the doors to get on with their own days – trusting their most beloved
treasures to our St. Margaret’s school community.
After a while things settle down a bit and a nice lull settles over the place as each class gathers
for welcome, roll and prayers, sharing all the important upcoming dates, birthdays and events of
the day. Each classroom has its own tone, as individual as the characters within it. Peals of
laughter burst out of one room as a funny story is shared. A rowdy rendition of ‘Happy
Birthday’ is belted out of another. Some rooms are full of light, and others are darkened as a
prayerful reflection takes place. The prep rooms are presently filled with the magic of freshly
hatched chickens – almost as cute as the wonderment on the faces of the kids.

Shortly after, the pace shifts gear again and the ‘serious’ business of learning is gotten down to.
Some write, some read, some listen. Ipads, laptops, counters, dice, blocks, books and sundry
other teaching aids are put to use and the corridor again becomes busy with the much quieter
buzz of individuals and small groups ‘breaking out’ of their classroom confines to complete
tasks, under the watchful eyes and guiding hands of learning support officers.
… continued over
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As I get on with my own tasks before heading back upstairs to the wonderful bunch I share with
Matt, I can’t help thinking how blessed I am to work in such a place of growth and learning, of
movement and energy, of humour and optimism, of constant change and challenge. I hope you
too share in that spirit of connectedness to community that we try to engender here at St.
Margaret’s, and can see the positive effects of students who feel they belong and are valued.
Have a lovely rest of the week
Marg.

Division Cross Country
Congratulations to the 19 students who represented St Margaret’s
in the Division Cross Country event on Tuesday, 24th of May.
You all did an awesome job!
The weather was beautiful, the times were great and the
cooperation from everyone was excellent. Consequently, the day
could not have run any smoother. Thanks to all the families who
helped make the day the success that it was and for your
involvement in school sport.
Let’s
congratulate
Charlotte
Butcher, Louisa Rivo and Pip
Johnstone. They have qualified
for the Western Metropolitan
Region
Cross
Country
Championships. You were star
runners. Good luck girls!
Thanks for your support and assistance today and in all the
lead up to the event, it is much appreciated!
Silvia Espachs
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Upcoming Dates

A Budding Columnist!
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Baptism Group Parent night 7pm
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AFL District Sports – Yr 5/6
Healthy Harold Preps and 1/2 JK
Netball District Sports – Yr 5/6
Hockey Clinics – Yr 5/6
School Representative Board meeting
Healthy Harold Incursion 5/6 and 1/2 KH
Hockey Clinics – Yr 3/4
Police Victoria visit – Yr 5/6
School Closure Day
Environmental Saviours Excursion
Queen’s Birthday Public Holiday
Division Soccer – Yr 5/6
Hockey Clinics – Yr 1/2
Healthy Harold Incursion 3/4 and 1/2 AC/PB
Parents and Friends meeting 7pm
Hot dog special lunch
End of Term 2 1.30 dismissal

June

Year 3/4 Excursion to the Otway Fly
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